**JAN 25**
- **S**
  - Remove ST9 from 10" LX200 to bake dessicant.

**JAN 25**
- **S**
  - 17:15-20:30 EE CEP, RT CMA

**JAN 28**
- **S**
  - 16:30-19:30 Install ST9 on 10" LX200.
  - EE CEP

**JAN 30**
- **S**
  - 17:30-00:00
  - EE CEP, RPAUR, YY ERI, R CMA, HP AUR, T2 CMA (P)
  - Took ST6 home to see if it still works

**JAN 31**
- **S**
  - 12:00 Work on LX2

**FEB 1**
- Drop off 50 lbs ice melt

**FEB 2**
- **S**
  - EE CEP

**FEB 4**
- **S**
  - EE CEP

**FEB 5**
- **S**
  - EE CEP

**FEB 7**
- **S**
  - Replace battery on 12" LX2
  - 17:00-18:55
  - EE CEP, 1S CAS, RX ARI, ALGEM

**FEB 8**
- **S**
  - Copy images from last nite

**FEB 10**
- **S**
  - 17:45
  - EE CEP, PV CAS, W W Gem

**FEB 10**
- Henry George
  - 17:45
  - BMON
2009

FEB 14
SK 1030  SNOW REMOVAL

SK 17:30 - 3:00
EE CEP, EPSLON AUR (W B, V, R), GU ORI
FZ ORI, E + ORI, SZ HYA, AU PUP, AP AUR
XZ CMJ, TT AUR

FEB 22
SK  SNOW REMOVAL

SK 17:30 -
EE CEP, CL AUR, DF HYA, RW MON, UZ PH
EPSLON AUR (W B, V, R, I)
COMET LUCIN VISIBLE IN BINOX

Henry Gerner  17:55
ER ORI, FZ ORI, A+ ORI, 44 VIR

SK 18:00 - 3:30
EE CEP, EPSLON AUR (BURI) AN CAM
SZ HYA, RW CNC, WCRU, VV VIR

HR 2
Henry Gerner  18:20
BB MON

SK 18:00—
TY TAU, UG CAM
TY PER, W UMI

MARCH

MAR 8
SK  EB KILES

13 Henry Gerner  18:32
FL ORI, VZ LEO
SK 19:45 - U8:00:
SS BOO, DF HYA, SZ HYA
WW LEO, UV LEO, FL ORI, A2 VIR

MARCH 14
Key Holder Henry Gerner  18:20

ERCEBO, Y LEO, EP MON

Necellin 18:15— 5:00 RR LEO
MAR 14
18:20 - 4:00
REPLACE 2 SCOPE BREAKER E AUR (B,V,R,I), WW AUR, SV CAM, GY ON TV LED, WZ LEO, RV CRU, AH VIR

MAR 15
2 GARBAGE REMOVAL

MAR 17
19:30 AN CAM

MAR 21
Henry Gerner 12:50
Change out light bulbs in Quonset hut
Put 18" scope together — still needs mirror to be scratched.
Nextcall 18:20 - 3:45 RV UMa

MAR 19
19:30 - 4:15
EB CEP, RW COM, RY LYN, FZ ORI(S)
SZ Hya, UX UMA, VV UMA, XZ UMA
E Aur (B,V,R,I) "SATURN" S - 4 - 7

MAR 22
EB FILES

MAR 28
12:00 pick up jacket and cap 12:30
Check on snow, not enough for snow blower

MAR 29

APR 14
Open House
John McCrady
Henry Gerner
Lee Keith
Watch found in 2 dome
Nextcall 18:45 - 1:30 WP Tau

APR 10
19:30 - 1:30
SZ Hya, WY Hya, SS LEO, AT MON
DF Hya, E Aur (B,V,R,I)

APR 11
18:00 - 5:00
REPLACE COOLING FANS IN ST9'S ON B AX
SW BOD, CD CAM, UY CAM, RV COM, AK VIR
UX UMA, RZ COM, TU HER, DL HER, TY BOO
E Aur (B,V,R,I), CC COM
Nextcall 19:30 - 4:45 EW Lyr

APR 14
COPIE SZ HYA FILES
FROM 15 CE EP
2009 APR 16

19:15
52 Boo, 72 Boo, VW Boo, RV CrV, Ty UMa, Ar

April 17

April 17 2009

Juel Roberts 13:10-14:00 Cleaned bathrooms & swept

DAN YANUKO 930AM-10:15AM

Avi Out Buildings for Meeting

Cleaned up Telrad for 18" Obsession

Put in new batteries. I remodeled to connect side next to finder scope

If you want the telrad off for observing

Loosen the two screws and put it on the table or just leave it as where it is. It is not on the way. Thanks!

Dan Yanuka

Board Meeting

3 de Hamel Xzuma

Al Honey

Tim Burris

Henry Germer

Neil Simmons - If telrad isn't in the way of Dan's he then mine should fit as well.

3 Hamel

Ty Boo, AD Boo, U CRB, V CRT

DF Hya, AH Vir, Z Vul, IA O Ser

24

Henry Germer 19:20

Hya

WY 1149, CC COM

APR 27

W/2 All Donation Box in A BDG.

MAY 1

Simulation 6:45 pm Az Public Night

Nice Job on the Donation Box!

Al Honey

Henry Germer

Tim Burris

Juel Roberts
2009
MAY 2
Clean up r OBSERVATORY Work
Henry Gerner 12:17
SH 9:00 - 17:00

MAY 3
SH 12:00 - 16:00 REPLACE A BCDG FACIA BOARDS

MAY 4
SH DROP off SOFFIT MALT. CUT GRASS

April 9th
Henry Gerner 11:54
PICK UP OLD MAGAZINES TO DUMPS. + SOME GARBAGE

SH 12:00 - PRIME SIGN WORK ON OVERHANG ON A BCDG

April 10th
- Cuts grass (parking area) 16:00 - 17:00

May 12
- Drop off posters 10:30 - Noon
Dana Yanko

May 15
Simmons 6:20 meeting
Bryan J. Jeff Staff Meeting
Henry Gerner @ 18:47 Board meeting.

May 16
Hussein 19:50 - 3:00 AU ser
Door on Gary Building was not shut properly !!

May 20
Gel Roberts - Cut Grass 7 - 9:15 Am
Dana Yanko

2009
9:30 - 10:30
TRIMMED GRASS ON OUT BUILDINGS
HANDLE BROKE ON TRIMMER. I took handle home.

MAY 28
SH 19:30 - 3:00
EG CEP, AE C4G, DK C4G, SS LIB
RV UMA

MAY 29
Henry Gerner 19:25
SH WORK ON 10x Lx 200

MAY 30
Jill Roberts 14:30 - 16:45 Cut Grass
Signs. Picked up president's guest suit box. Bee here which cut out!!
2009 May 31

Jill R. Paint Front Sign 12-13:00
Henry Gerse 19:26
TyBoo, UVWBoo N3, M14, M13 Bahen.

Sp 1955-
UVWBoo V2 Her, V839 0PH
AF UMA

Jun 2

Wendel 20:30 - 3/15 UV Lw
Sp Work on A BLDG
Sp Drop off shingles for A
Sp 20100 - W2 CEP DV CEP
W2 CEP, DV CEP, RV UMA, AH V1R

Dan Yaun 1100-100
Clean up wood scraps and take
them to Germatown Waste Management.
I dropped off step ladder if it is needed.

Sp 20100 -
DN CEP, BR Cyg, V477 Cyg, TT Her
V528 0PH

June 6

Scott Jamieson - 2 scope is functional.
Had to install my controller until
new replacement available.
Sp 8:30-16:00 aluminum trim
on a building
Sp Work on a building, there is
extensive rot in the structure.
Do not rotate dome.

June 8

Board Meeting, Tim Burris 18:30

Jill Roberts

Symmons 7:00 PM
Henry Gerse 19:21

Sh
June 10  Joe Roberts  9:00 - 11:15am  cut grass
June 13  Dan and Jo  10:00 16:45  A Dome
  Work on A BCDG
  Simmons  19:30  keyholder  CCGYH
  Scott  20:00
  work on A BCDG
  Owln 14  Scott  Jamieson
  work on A BCDG

JUN 15  Scott Jamieson
  work on A BLDG RO
  fire inspector  no viola

JUN 16  Scott Jamieson
  work on a roof

June 18  Dan Yank  9:30 - 13:00
  clean up roof debris and leave trailer by A Dome

June 18  Joe Roberts  18:00 - 19:45
  cleaned Quonset hut debris  swept front entrance to

June 19  Scott Jamieson  9:08 - 12:00
  cut + trimed grass

June 20  Simmons  14:20  Corso  Sunday
  open house solar observing 13:00 -

JUN 21  Scott Jamieson
  restore A Dome Rotat
  The dehumidier in Z has fail
  replaced w/ new unit

JUN 22  Scott Jamieson
  work on A BLDG RO
  20:00 -
  T¥ 800  T¥ 8800  V10 10 0PH  BS
  BT VUW
2009 JUN 23
SK] WORK ON A ROOF
SK] FINISH A ROOF

JUN 24
SK] 20:00-
SK] N2 CYG, S2 HER, BY HER, RU UMA
SK] CD VUL, V1968 SER

June 26
Jax Roberts 8:00 - 10:30
Cut grass
also duly dropped off
a couple pieces of wood for Gerry
put them by the Atlantic Starr

JUL 26
SK] 20:00-
SK] V387 CYG, V204 CYG, TW HER
SK] V2 HER, CT HER, CC SER
SK] SCOTT JAMIESON
SK] 20:30 200 AM WORKED ON <
SK] OBSERVED MS M3 JUPITER SATURN

DAN YANK
SK] SCOTT JAMIESON - 2 SCOPE DOWN FOR
SK] REWIRE AND UPDATE TO NEW CONTROLLER
SK] SHOULD BE UP AFTER 4TH WEE DEE

SK] 20:00 - 3:20
SK] 00 AQL, XX CYG, V 466 CYG
SK] V 548 CYG, EW Lyr, OCCULTATION BY 488 KREUZA
SK] OCCULTATION BY 488 KREUZA
SK] LOOKS LIKE A HIT.

SK] WORK ON A BLOG.

JUL 1
SK] WORK ON A DOME FLASH

JUL 2
SK] FINISH FLASHING

JUL 3
SK] INSTALL 1/2" CONDUIT FOR Z DRI
2009
JULY 4 Scott Jamieson 11:33 AM
STARTED REWIRE - HAD PROBLEM WITH ORC DRIVE.

JULY 5
22:00 - 2:00
AW VUL, AY VUL

20:00 - 4:00
1R CAS, DM CYG, KR CYG, V34C C
Z HER

BOARD MEETING
Henry Gerner 19:21
CUT GRASS

He Simmons 17:50 (w)

JULY 8
10:00 - NOON
Dan Vanko - WRITE CHECKS - CUT GRASS IN PARKING LOTS.

JULY 10
Scott Jamieson - FINISHED REWIRE OF SCOPE WITH NEW CONTROLLER.
IT IS FUNCTIONAL. 10:00

JULY 11
Dropped off book donation in Aspen
21:00 - 22:00

July 16
Jei Roberts - cut grass 11:00 - 1:00
Dropped off magazines, SAT/ACT

July 17
B. Yennin - delivered soda & beer 14:00

July 18
Simmons 13:54 PICNIC
B. Yennin 15:30
Jei Roberts 15:45

Jei Roberts 16:20
Scott Jamieson 16:00
John Maschette and Kevin McCarthy 11:00

July 19
2009
Dan Vanko - CHECK A DOME + 2 DRIVE
ost way to remove scrap refrigerator grounds. 1500 - 1600

LASHIMA
January 31

Henry Gerner 19:44
  TZ B60 102x210 CG C6' 10" at 21:39
  DK C9

July 31

Henry Gerner 19:30
  AC AND TY CAP, 8Z C4' 10" R505 SGR

AOH

Scott Jamieson - tracking and alignment test on 2 Scope.

July 1

Henry Gerner 19:59
  CG C6' for 8Z

July 1

AC AND RV CAP, ARHER
  V375 VS, 8Z C4'

Jupiter, GRS, Shadow transit and transit
  of Europa, occurrence of Ganymede

Impact sight, 1 festoon S Y-6
  10 Eclipse D

July 1

SP

Remove AOH CCD Cameras
  To recharge brightness

July 2

Jel R. Outgrass 11:30-13:40
  Ground Meeting
  Jel R. Outgrass
  Tim Burme
  Henry Gerner
  Jel Reeds

July 3

Testing fire extinguishers, replace as needed. We need to discard old extinguishers.
  Dan
Aug 8

House Clean

Jill Ruth

Jill Howey

Aug 9th

Henry Gerber 19:02

Dropped off Bleach, toilet paper, Comet.

Cleaned bathroom, fixed sink - (need soft

cleaners to bring out - liquid soap)

Aug 11

Henry Gerber 19:30 - 5:00

AC and TV cas, RX her, WW c

Ty Del, sy cep, jupiter, persids

Aug 12

Henry Gerber 19:30

V401 cyg uu and

AC and X2 cpg, CW cas V364 cas

jupiter 55-7, persids

Aug 13

Scott Jamieson, 20:10 - 22:00

Alicedis II, not perfect but

mosquitoes very bad!

Aug 14

Open House

Tim Barros 18:15

Scott Jamieson 18:30 1:00

Danyanko 19:00 to 100
2009
AUG 14  18:30 - 4:30
AC AND, RT AND, BD AND, V346, AGL, 18 C65, F2 DEC, FL LPR, BK VUL

AUG 16  DROP OFF DONATION FROM GEORGE WAGNER'S ESTATE

AUG 18  19:45 - 3:30
AC AND, DR CEP, DR CYG, S2 HER, AR HER, BX AND, GP PRS, BO VUL

AUG 22  20:00-
OPEN FOR MEMBERS NIGHT
AC AND, CW CAS, ER CEP, CM AND, AX VUL

AUG 24  DAN YANKO  CUT GRASS
12:30 - 4:30

AUG 30  19:00 - 3:00
AC AND, SW CYG, W DEF, 508, OPH, BE VUL

SEPTEMBER

5  JILL R. CUT GRASS 10:30 - 12:40 IS
PT  SCOTT JAMESON
PICKED UP 18" TO JAKE TO CAMP OUT @ RIB LAKE.

Henry Gerow  19:49
DR CYG (EB)  XZ CYG (RR Lyrae)

Sep 22  19:00
AC AND, CW CAS, UPEG, W2 AND
CZ AGR, DX CAS, V70Y CYG

Newell  19:30 - 2:00 OR CAS
BX PER

Sep 12  17:15
AC AND, DS AND, VW Q9, BR CYG
Z PER, SS CEY, ST PER, AP AUR
2009

Sept 13  Scott Jameson
RETURNED 18” FROM CAMPOUT
WILL COLLECT THIS WEEK.

Sept 16  Jen Roberts  13:00 - 14:15
- Painted sign (2nd coat)
- Cleaned bathrooms for Meeting
Nailed an "Astronomy" 2009 Calendar
in the library & filed Sept + Oct
"Astronomy" + "Sky & Tel" Manuals.

Sept 17 2009
Danyanko  1700 - 1730
Checked status of A Dome Repairs

 Sept 19:00 -
 AC AND AD AND V342 AQL &
XZ CYG, RZ DRA

Board meeting + General meeting
Danyanko  1800 - 2100
Dr. Seamans  1840 - 0120
Henry Geiner  19:00
Jen Roberts  19:00 - 21:30
Jim Schecta  19:00
Q. Ham
Tim Burds  19:30 -
B. Denieu  20:15 - 22:00
Newtline  19:00 - 5:15 RV Cap

 Sept 2009
AC AND, KO AQL, V364 CAS
Mansle

Sept 23  1740 Mansle in for keyholder  Ty Del
Henry Geiner  20:02
Z2 CYG

 Sept 23  1900
Danyanko  Noon to 02:00
Paint number sign + add red + blue
Check 2 dome which was dry, dome leaked water very little.
Mopped up puddle of water in front of bathroom.
Sept

Sept 24: Jill Roberts 16:00 - 20:30
Sort Books
Oct ready for Public Night 9-25-09

Sept 25: Public Night
Dan Yanko 1800 -
Henry Gerner
Summons 6:30 -
Dorothy
Sandra F
Jill Roberts 18:50 - 20:05

Sept 26: 8/22 11:00 Burn Brush in Parking Lot

9:00 - 11:15
- Also took garbage to the dump
- Come on guys!!! So many
- Fruitflies

Sept 27: Jill R.
9:00 - 11:15
Emptied garbage cans in bathrooms
Library work

Sept 27: Joel R.
13:50 - 13:15
Snowblower P/U

Oct 1
18:00 -
AC and UV CM, CD CM, CO VC
RS 5ER, B6 VUL, AY AQR, AE CYG

Oct 1: Sky
Catch back side of
Z Dome

Oct 2: Sky
Work on catalytic Z Dome
Remove limit switch from B Dome - do not use
2009
OCT 3
"/ ELECTRICAL REPAIR
YARD KEY CIRCUIT
B DOME OK TO USE"

OCT 4
"/ REPLACE POWER SUPPLY
FOR TSCOPE D5 W. HEAT R"

OCT 7
"/ CALL Z DOME
Danyanko 1300 TO 1600 COT GRASS"

OCT 8
"/ 18:00 - 2:00
AC AND DN AQR, V343 AQR, SVU
CO MC, BG PEG"

OCT 9
"/ MARKED LEAKS IN A DOME
ALMOST EVERY RIB LEAKS
Z DOME DRY"

OCT 10
"/ Sue Scout Tour Troop #2"

OCT 11
"/ Jeff Roberts 17:15
SHP Marya F704 AQR"

OCT 12
"/ 18:30 - 6:00
AC AND T W AND, RZ CAS, AB CAS
WE CEP, TW CET, RX FOR, GU ORZ
52 LYN, Y Y ERT"

OCT 13
"/ Henry Ceres 18:34 Guam 81
Scott Jamieson"

OCT 14
"/ 18:00 - 3:30
AC AND T W AND, BD AQR, V TRI
BD AND, RV DSC"

OCT 15
"/ 18:30 - 21:30
V342 AQR"

OCT 16
"/ Work On ADOME"

"/ Simms 18:30 - Public Viewing
Took 6' meade home to clean
Dan Yuanico 1630 - 1900
Henry Ceres 19:27"
2009
Oct 17 Work on a Dome

Oct 18
Henry Getner $2000 19:30
15:30 - 19:35 Work on a Dome
V397 Cyg, RU SCC, Algol
19 Work on a Dome
19:30 - 22:45 BD and SW Lac, 42 Cyg
Oct 20 Work on A+Z Domes

23 Monthly Meeting
Simmons 18:30 - 21:45

Oct 24 Simmons 18:00 Keyholder

Oct 31
Jeff R. 14:00 - 16:40
Librarian Work (Filing Books + Cards)
19:00 - 20:00
AB and AC Cam, BH Aur, RW TAU

Nov 2
Sand 16:30 - 19:00
SQ Cep, VB86 Cyg, FL ORE
AC and SW Aur, JK Cep, 5 EQU, RT PER
DAN and Yanko 18" Jupiter - V386 Cyg
7 T Cep
BB Mon
TZ CMA
Nov 9
Tim Burns Key holder 18:30
Work on a dome 19:00

Nov 10
Su 16:30 - 3:30
A Cy And, BB Peg, BX Peg, TY Per, ALGOL RV Tri
BS Vul, SV Eri, CT Tau, AR Lac, RV Mon (SAGEm

Nov 11
Su 16:30 - 4:00
A Cy And, RY Cet, RX Aries, AV Peg, Y Psc, AX Ven
HP Aur, ER Ori, TZ Eri, RY Mon, RZ Ori
S2 Lyn, YY Eri

Nov 12
Su Cut back branches from tool shed
Roof

Nov 13
Su Trim trees and brush along east
Property line

Nov 14
Su Dry myc 15:00 - 15:30
Drop off MAS Brochures + Business Cards

Nov 15
AI Home
Henry Garner
Board meeting

Nov 21
Su Dry myc
Henry Garner 16:00 - 3:00
A Cy And, DL Cep, RT And, LR Cas, W UMi
RR Lep, RZ Tau, W Uma

Nov 23
Su Set up Xmas tree

Nov 24
Henry Garner 9:09
Christmas lights, table coverings
Clean bathrooms

Henry Garner 16:55
XX Cyg, SS Ari

Nov 25
Su 16:00 - 5:30
A Cy And, Z Z Cep, RY Lyn, RU Cet, KX Per
E6 Cep, AN CMi, DF Hyd, TY Tau, S2 Lyn
TY Uma, RW Com, RZ Com
2009

NOV 28 Scott Jamieson - Dropped off ST-9 for Club use.
Tim Burns tour 18852-21127

NOV 28 Rachel Beck was here.

NOV 28 Rose Christopher does was here.

DEC 1 Snow 16:45
V342 ARL 122 CYG, TW 95

Simmons 18:45
Dan Yawko 18:45
Henry Gerner 19:07 Board Meeting

DEC 4 Snow removal

DEC 9 Snow blow Dan Yawko 1PM 4PM
Jill Roberts
Jim

DEC 26 Dan Yawko Snow removal
der Domic water on lower floor by bathroom. No water on a dome floor by telescope
dryers, snowblower in hallway. It was left in library to thaw out.

DEC 30 Parking lot lock failed removed yard key lock on cable, snow removal.

DEC 31 Snow removal put torch in dark room, remove trash from Xmas party

2010

JAN 6 Return trash cans

JAN 9 16:15:2270
AD and WW Gem, 9 LEP, 64 ORI, RS TRI
HP AUR/AK CMR $2 CYN
2 dodge frozen, W piece